
De Munt / La Monnaie shocks and succeeds with provocative version of “Macbeth” 
 
It can be hard to accept outlandishly modern stagings of classic opera. Choosing novelty over 
relevance and spectacle over song, directors all too often festoon their work with flash and flair 
as a way to stun their audiences into controversial appreciation. 
So it is surprising that the admittedly scandalous June production of Verdi’s “Macbeth” at De 
Munt / La Monnaie in Brussels works so very well even as it does so very, very much. 
Disembodied choruses, omnipresent video installations and a group of absolutely unsettling child 
witches in porcelain masks, among other bizarre additions, weave in and out of the stunning 
production, creating a flawed but fundamentally whole version of modern opera at its finest. 
Director Krzysztof Warlikowski’s unusual choices might serve as a distraction in a lesser 
production, but he was fortunate to have a phenomenal vocal cast at his disposal, bringing 
passion and unexpected psychological subtlety to the work. 
Verdi’s adaptation of Shakespeare’s play often feels incomplete and awkward, with jaunty 
chorus numbers following moving personal arias and a unusually large supporting cast used only 
for the occasional marching or mourning number. 
It follows, then, that Warlikowski avoided these awkward moments altogether by steering the 
opera in a new, unexpected direction, leaving his powerful and musically rich chorus offstage in 
the upper rungs of the house and giving his ephemeral supporting cast of masked children and 
drag queens-cum-royal attendants more interesting things to do then sing. 
At times reminiscent of pulpy American film noir — an example of which is projected on stage 
at key moments throughout the work — and the 1970s classic “Apocalypse Now,” the scene 
unfolds in a blank space most similar to a high school gymnasium, replete with fans, harsh 
industrial lighting and an eerie, shifting glass enclosure in the rear. 
It would take far too long to wade through the complicated visual imagery tossed out throughout 
the production, but it deserves to be said that the large majority of this imagery works. 
Particularly effective is a fourth act projection of two children steering a boat by moonlight, 
painting Macbeth and his Lady as childish amateurs caught up in an increasingly deadly game of 
power and greed. 
Scott Hendricks and Lisa Houben as the titular couple brought strength and nuance to their roles, 
singing and moving with a practiced unease. Houben, in particular — singing the role as an 
alternate — moved from campy extremity to tortured guilt, making her Lady Macbeth a far more 
complex figure than is usually attempted. Her sleepwalking aria in Act IV was a delight. 
The couple is shown to be a pair of simple infants, enticed by power yet unable to control it once 
it is obtained. The Act II dinner scene, which is famously disrupted by Banquo’s ghost — which, 
as an invisible presence in this production, was artfully handled — was a picture of tortured, 
rapidly declining control. 
Andrew Richards’ Macduff was a one-time scene-stealer, singing his Act III “O figli, o figli 
miei!” with pain and power that he seemed to lack in any other scene of the production. 
The production was at its odd and awesome best in the funeral scene at the end of Act I, where 
the six principals lead the distant chorus in a powerful a cappella moment of mourning. It was 
here that the sheer vocal quality of the cast was most apparent and most appreciated. 
Warlikowski could have let this talented cast alone, and staged the work in a more traditional 
fashion. But such a decision would have made for a far less unsettling and ultimately less 
satisfactory evening. 


